Reconstruction of Conchal Defects after Chemically Assisted Dissection of Squamous Cell Carcinoma
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Abstract: Background: En block resection of squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of the concha represents a reconstruction challenge, due to the complex topography and difficult access. Objective: The objective of the present paper is to describe the chemically assisted dissection (CADISS) of SCC originating in the auricular concha and the following reconstruction of the conchal cavity with a post-auricular island flap (PIF), taking care to minimize injury to the donor site. Methods: Twenty-six patients having a diagnosis of SCC of the auricular concha were included in the study. ‘En bloc’ removal of the tumor was accomplished, leaving the adjacent conchal cartilage attached to the tumor and using the CADISS technique to preserve the deep perichondrium. A PIF was used to repair the auricular conchal defect. Results: Flaps were normal at 10 days and at 1-month follow-up. No tumor recurrence was observed. No complications were observed. According to the SCAR scale, good aesthetic outcomes were achieved in all cases, both at the auricular concha and at the donor site. Conclusion: CADISS facilitates the complete removal of the tumor with the preservation of the surrounding normal tissues. A post-auricular island flap can be easily pulled through a post-auricular tunnel to repair the defect and the donor site can be closed primarily.
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1. Introduction

Cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) is the second most common non-melanoma skin cancer [1]. The head and neck accounts for the location of more than 75% of skin cancers [2].

The increasing incidence of SCC of the ear is between 1 and 6 cases per million inhabitants [3–5]. Primary malignancies of the concha are uncommon, even among otologists caring exclusively for surgical treatment of ear problems. SCCs are less frequent than basal cell carcinomas in the head and neck skin area, with a ratio of 1:4 [6], but the relative percentages are reversed on the auricle [7].

SCCs involving the concha account for 5.5% of tumors of the auricle. They are often observed in Caucasian populations, and there is a clear link between exposure to ultraviolet radiation and white skin cancer [8]. Indeed, the natural pigmentation of darker-skinned people provides natural protection from solar radiation. Sixty percent of cutaneous SCC follows actinic keratoses [9]. SCC is more aggressive in transplant recipients: it grows more rapidly and there is a higher incidence of metastases [10].

Malignancies of the auricle commonly appear as ulcerated or nodular skin lesions. In case of suspicious conchal lesions, there is a high risk of SCC [6]. Therefore, any suspicious
lesion over the concha is commonly referred in a short time in order to make an early diagnosis, thus allowing for early treatment and prevention of significant morbidity.

Definitive diagnosis is obtained only with tissue biopsy. Superficial tissue may show patterns of chronic inflammation. In case of high clinical suspicion, deeper tissue should be obtained in order to prevent false-negative biopsies.

SCC of the pinna has a higher rate of metastases than cutaneous SCC that originate in other parts of the body (12–16% vs. 0.5–2%) [11,12]. The best predictor of a poor prognosis is a large tumor with advanced TNM staging, invaded primary excision margins, and multiple SCCs [13].

En bloc resection of the tumor is a well-established principle of ear oncological surgery. It is based on the capability to remove the tumor with clear, normal tissue margins. Accurate preoperative planning must include consideration of reconstruction that aims to achieve wound healing as well as good cosmetic outcomes. Indeed, reconstruction of auricular conchal defects after removal of SCC is usually necessary to restore the anatomical structure of the concha, mainly for aesthetic reasons [14]. Reconstruction can be difficult because the skin is adherent to the underlying cartilage. Partial-thickness skin grafts and full-thickness skin grafts can lead to delayed wound healing and centripetal contraction, which can lead to deformity of the conchal bowl [15].

The area surrounding the post-auricular sulcus is an excellent donor site for the reconstruction of auricular conchal defects since it is well vascularized via the superficial temporal artery and the posterior auricular artery. Moreover, it is hidden behind the pinna, and its skin is quite similar to the skin of the ear and face. One of the advantages of the post-auricular island flap (PIF) is minimal donor site morbidity. The donor site can be easily closed by primary intention, mobilizing the surrounding tissues [15].

Surgery is the “art of cleavage planes”: during surgical approaches, even normal tissues need to be detached from each other. Up to recent years, such detachment was performed with mechanical instruments and was based on mechanical forces only.

In recent decades, sodium 2-mercaptoethansulfonate ($\text{C}_2\text{H}_5\text{NaO}_3\text{S}_2$: mesna) gained attention due to its application in the surgical setting: its intraoperative use facilitates the detachment of pathological tissues from healthy tissues and also the detachment of healthy tissues from other healthy tissues when applied as a topical formulation in the tissues to be dissected [16]. Mesna is included in a class of thiolic drugs that produce tissue separation by breaking the disulfide bridges of the polypeptide chains between different tissue layers.

Various methods for the reconstruction of anterior conchal defects have been reported. The authors describe the surgical technique they used to perform the chemically assisted dissection (CADISS) of the tumor and to repair the tissue defect with a PIF, taking care to minimize injury to the donor site.

2. Materials and Methods

Following approval by the Ethics Committee (Comitato Etico Val Padana—PROT25961), a retrospective medical record review was conducted on all patients diagnosed with SCC of the auricular concha and treated by the first author at our department from August 2010 to May 2022.

A total of 26 patients were identified as meeting the inclusion criteria of a biopsy-proven squamous cell carcinoma of the auricular concha.

Exclusion criteria were patients with previous surgery, with past medical history that included immunosuppressive treatment, and patients with a follow-up <12 months.

Tumors were staged according to the AJCC. Informed consent was obtained.

An operating microscope with a lens of 250 mm and a magnification of 6× was used for the entire duration of the surgical procedure.

The tumor was removed under local anesthesia in all cases. Histopathological examination was required in all cases.

The SCAR scale [17] was used to measure the postoperative scar quality, both at the auricular concha and at the donor site.
3. Surgical Technique

The patient was placed in the supine position and the patient’s head was rotated away from the involved ear. The otologic nurse sat in front of the patient’s face. After premedication with 10 mg diazepam, adequate excision margins were marked all around the lesion (Figure 1). Local anesthesia was performed with lidocaine and epinephrine (final concentration 1:200,000).

![Figure 1. Squamous cell carcinoma of the auricular concha.](image1)

Skin incision was performed with a surgical blade No.15. ‘En bloc’ removal of the tumor (Figure 2) was then accomplished, leaving the adjacent conchal cartilage attached to the tumor and using the CADISS technique to preserve the deep perichondrium, exploiting the ability of mesna to disrupt connections between tissue layers. Mesna was administered as a chemical dissector in the cleavage plane by means of specifically designed dissectors that were used for highlighting and separating healthy tissues from each other. CADISS dissectors (Figure 3) delivered a drop-by-drop 10% mesna solution directly at the tip of the instruments, avoiding the unnecessary spread of the drug. Mesna was delivered by passing through a small channel within the CADISS instrument. Then, the separation of tissues was performed with the same instruments. A PIF (Figure 4) was used to repair the auricular conchal defect.

![Figure 2. Conchal defect after removal of the squamous cell carcinoma.](image2)

The flap was sculptured in the area of the post-auricular sulcus, taking care that the superior limit of the PIF was 0.5–1 cm higher than the horizontal line passing through the superior limit of the tumor. The diameter of the flap was 3 mm larger than the surgical defect.

A subcutaneous pedicle was created at the inferior limit of the flap (length of the subcutaneous pedicle: 0.5–1 cm). The PIF was pulled through a sufficiently large slit created along the post-auricular sulcus. The flap had to pass without resistance in order to reduce the risk of ischemic lesions of the flap.
The skin of the flap was then sutured to the skin of the auricular conchal defect (Figure 5). The donor site was closed primarily with an intradermal suture through mobilization of the surrounding tissues.

Figure 3. Dissector delivering a 10% mesna solution directly at the tip of the instrument.

Figure 4. Post-auricular island flap should be sculptured slightly larger than the conchal defect. Mobilization of the surrounding tissues makes closure of the donor site easy.

Figure 5. The postauricular island flap was pulled through a slit created along the post-auricular sulcus.

4. Results

The 26 patients meeting inclusion criteria had a follow-up ranging from 12 to 36 months (mean follow-up: 18 months).

Age ranged from 34 to 72 years (mean age: 56.1 years). A predominance of male patients (15/26) was observed. All patients were Caucasian. A positive history of significant sun exposure was seen in 22/26 patients and 20/26 cases were left sided.

In the present series, none of the patients had more than one lesion. All tumors were classified as superficial (involving the concha only) without deep extension to the external
auditory canal, bone, parotid, or neck. Tumors were staged according to the AJCC [18]. In this limited series, all cases were staged as T1N0M0. ‘En bloc’ removal of the tumor was possible in all cases. The auricular conchal defect had a maximum diameter ranging from 1.2 to 1.8 cm (mean diameter: 1.6 cm).

Topical application of mesna facilitated the dissection of the conchal cartilage and attached tumor, perfectly preserving the deep perichondrium intact in all cases.

Reconstruction of auricular conchal defects with a PIF was possible in 26/26 cases, restoring the anatomical structure of the concha.

According to the SCAR scale, good aesthetic outcomes were achieved in 26/26 patients: SCAR scale clinician scores found in this study ranged from 0 to 4 (mean: 2), both at the auricular concha and at the donor site.

Histopathology confirmed the diagnosis of SCC and complete removal of the lesion with negative margins in all cases.

At the last follow-up, all patients were alive and with no evidence of disease. Neither recurrent tumors nor complications were observed.

5. Discussion

SCC of the concha is a malignant tumor that can lead to local destruction and that can metastasize in advanced stages of the disease. Tumor size clearly affects the recurrence rate: a size greater than 3 cm increases recurrence [19]. In the cases included in this series, tumors were much smaller in all cases and no recurrences were observed. Moreover, no metastases were observed by the authors. This may be because the tumors were small and because of the limited number of cases. Moreover, we should consider that transplant recipients in which the tumor tends to be more aggressive, leading to a higher incidence of recurrences and metastases [10], were excluded from this study.

No general consensus exists about when lymph nodes should be treated. The current recommendation is to follow the patient for at least two years [13]. Prophylactic treatment should be given in case the tumor is more than 8 mm deep and/or in case of lympho-vascular invasion [11].

In our cohort, 57.6% of patients were male. This finding is quite discordant with recent studies which show more striking evidence of sex disparity: according to Kovatch, cutaneous SCC of the ears is 10 times more prevalent in men vs. women [20], this is due to different patterns of hair growth in females that shields the ear skin from damaging ultraviolet light which comes either from sun exposure or with exposure to artificial ultraviolet light. This could be explained by the fact that only SCCs limited to the concha were included in our study. Moreover, in our small series, age at diagnosis was lower (mean age: 56.1 years). Interestingly, 20/26 tumors were left sided.

Auricular SCC guidelines recommend surgical excision and histological confirmation of negative margins and close follow-up [21]. Eradication of SCC is the main goal of treatment. Nevertheless, aesthetics should also be considered in the management of SCC of the concha. These concerns make early diagnosis very important.

SCCs limited to the conchal bowl are rarely diagnosed at an early stage, since most of the time they present with advanced disease deserving at least a lateral temporal bone resection [22].

In the case of early diagnosis of conchal bowl SCC, complex reconstructions are described in the case of large full-thickness auricular defects, while reconstruction of small auricular conchal defects is often performed using a skin graft [23]. Potential complications of skin grafting are delayed wound healing, altered color, and contraction of the skin [24]. Some surgeons let the wound epithelize secondarily. This choice can lead to hypertrophic scars [14].

Therefore, flaps for conchal reconstruction should be considered a valid alternative in order to decrease the risk of these local complications. The PIF for reconstruction of auricular defects, including the conchal defects, is a well-known option in the literature. The advantages of the PIF are mainly represented by minimal donor site morbidity and
good aesthetic outcomes. The flap is an optimal color match, and it does not need any special dressing technique [14].

The SCAR scale [17] that was used to measure the postoperative scar quality consists of six items scored by the observer and a couple of yes/no questions answered by the patient. Scores were provided via direct observation while patients’ responses for associated symptoms were elicited via verbal responses. The SCAR scale was easily feasible, and raters could complete the entire scale in less than two minutes.

In medicine, mesna has mainly been used as a mucolytic agent and as a protective agent against the toxicity of cyclophosphamide and other chemotherapeutic agents [25,26]. More recently, mesna has been used for CADISS of tissues [27].

CADISS of tissues is based on the combination of the common mechanical surgical instruments with the topical application of mesna, which is a drug capable of loosening the adherences between two different tissues. A series of CADISS dissectors can be used to deliver mesna directly at the tip of the instruments.

The first intraoperative applications of mesna were in the field of ENT surgery [16]. Mesna has proven to be effective in detaching the cholesteatoma matrix from the surrounding tissues [28,29], especially in case of infiltrating cholesteatoma, labyrinthine fistula, and matrices on the exposed facial nerve or dura mater. Later on, mesna was also used to facilitate tissue dissection in other fields of surgery [30].

The fundamental principle of the CADISS technique lies in the richness of disulfide bridges in the adhesions between the different tissue layers. Due to the capability of mesna to break the disulfide bridges of the polypeptide chains along the cleavage plane [31], dissection of tissues is facilitated since CADISS reduces the mechanical forces needed to separate tissues, and it is easier to maintain the proper cleavage plane.

The safety of mesna was demonstrated through an experimental model of guinea pigs in which the toxicity of mesna application into the middle ear on the cochlear anatomy and physiology was evaluated [32]. The toxicity of mesna was assessed by means of transmission electron microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and auditory brainstem responses: no changes were seen after mesna application. Mesna did not show any other adverse effect when administered topically [32].

The combination of PIF with the CADISS technique, which is not a common technique for ablation of auricular SCC, is a valid alternative that can minimize the risk of complications, making this approach unique.

Due to the chemical properties of mesna [31], dissection of the conchal cartilage and attached tumor with perfect preservation of the deep perichondrium is efficient, safe, and easy.

The donor site can be easily closed primarily, mobilizing the surrounding tissues. The retroauricular skin is highly vascularized and is hidden behind the pinna [33]; moreover, it is very similar to the skin of the concha. Overall, the PIF constitutes an ideal solution for the reconstruction of auricular conchal defects after chemically assisted dissection of squamous cell carcinoma.

6. Conclusions

In our experience, when identified early, SCCs of the concha are highly curable. A limitation of the present study is the small number of participants. Despite the need for a larger series, our surgical study shows that the intraoperative use of mesna can be used as a chemical dissector to remove squamous cell carcinomas originating in the auricular concha. The intraoperative use of mesna facilitates the complete removal of the tumor with atraumatic dissection of tissues. The perfect preservation of the deep perichondrium of the conchal cartilage leads to early tissue repair. A PIF can be easily pulled through a post-auricular tunnel to repair the defect and the donor site can be closed primarily. PIFs have proved effective in the reconstruction of conchal defects and they allow one-stage reconstruction of conchal defects with good aesthetic outcomes [34].
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